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Jaguar Ngo Investments Pty Ltd, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Roger Burgin (illustrator).
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Ignoring his parents warnings
about the danger, Prince Jacob accidentally unleashes terrifying destruction when he touches the
magic seal in the Forbidden Forest--the seal that his father, the Jade Emperor, has used to contain
the evil of the Dark Forces. When the seal shatters, the twelve diamonds and the beautiful jade in
the centre of the seal are violently dispersed across the world. Once again, evil has taken over
Earth. Although animals are unaffected, the evil causes suffering for the entire human race, and
without the magic seal to contain it, the Jade Emperor has no choice but to destroy Earth. Prince
Jacob begs his father for the chance to find the diamonds and the jade, restore the magic seal, and
banish the Dark Forces forever. The emperor agrees, but he knows that his son cannot do this
alone. The emperor devises a unique challenge to find the bravest animals in the world. The
animals will compete in the Great Race, and the first twelve to cross the Trial River will help Prince
Jacob in his quest:...
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ReviewsReviews

Definitely among the best book I have got possibly study. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. Once you begin to read the book,
it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Olga Ledner MD-- Olga Ledner MD

Complete guide for publication enthusiasts. I have read and i am sure that i will going to study again once again in the future. Your way of life period will be
transform once you total looking over this publication.
-- Shayne O'Conner-- Shayne O'Conner
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